Directed evolution of enzymes for biocatalysis and the life sciences.
Engineering the specificity and properties of enzymes and proteins within rapid time frames has become feasible with the advent of directed evolution. In the absence of detailed structural and mechanistic information, new functions can be engineered by introducing and recombining mutations, followed by subsequent testing of each variant for the desired new function. A range of methods are available for mutagenesis, and these can be used to introduce mutations at single sites, targeted regions within a gene or randomly throughout the entire gene. In addition, a number of different methods are available to allow recombination of point mutations or blocks of sequence space with little or no homology. Currently, enzyme engineers are still learning which combinations of selection methods and techniques for mutagenesis and DNA recombination are most efficient. Moreover, deciding where to introduce mutations or where to allow recombination is actively being investigated by combining experimental and computational methods. These techniques are already being successfully used for the creation of novel proteins for biocatalysis and the life sciences.